Blue SaaS Solutions Partners with Surefile Solutions to Provide Disclosure Management and
ESG Solutions to Companies
Partnership provides the technology & services solutions needed to implement world-class
Disclosure and ESG Reporting Solutions
NEW YORK – June 2, 2022 – Blue SaaS Solutions, a leading technology advisory firm, and its
parent company Secura/Isaac Group, a global advisory firm helping clients in the financial
sector navigate today’s complex regulatory landscape, today announced a strategic partnership
with Surefile Solutions, a professional services company with deep domain experience in
disclosure and regulatory reporting solutions. Surefile Solutions will help Blue SaaS Solutions’
clients implement Disclosure Management and ESG Reporting Solutions to help manage
complex compliance and filing processes. The parternship will also deliver highly polished
output for investor relations including glossy reports, board books, and other materials to meet
narrative reporting requirements.
The partnership offers clients end-to-end solutions for regulatory and ESG reporting. Surefile
Solutions’ industry-leading financial and ESG reporting technology and SEC filing software tools
will complement the Blue SaaS Solutions team’s extensive regulatory filing and reporting
experience, giving clients the confidence they need to adapt to any changes in the regulatory
landscape.
“This partnership is an example of Blue SaaS Solutions’ commitment to delivering best-of-breed
technology solutions and expertise to our clients, helping to ensure they can navigate every
aspect of the complex world of regulatory compliance reporting with confidence,” said Stephen
Smith, CEO of Blue SaaS Solutions. “We believe there is great synergy between our two
companies, and working together we can help our clients develop governance practices today
for greater success in the future.”
“We are extremely excited about this partnership, and it shows that both Blue SaaS Solutions
and Surefile Solutions are commited to providing a customer experience like no other. Our
solutions and service offerings, along with great technology, will be a game changer.,” said Don
Hill, President of Surefile Solutions. “With regulatory bodies continuing to enforce more
stringent requirements around XBRL and the upcoming ESG mandate, I feel we are in a great
place to tackle the world of compliance with robust technology solutions and service offerings.”
About Blue SaaS Solutions
Blue SaaS Solutions assists companies in their evaluation, procurement, and implementation of
technology through the lens of deep regulatory insight. We provide clients with customized,
tech-based solutions that offer full compliance with today’s continuously evolving regulatory
requirements. Our clients benefit from our unique service offerings with access to our top-tech

vendor relationships, and the full financial services domain and regulatory expertise of the
Secura/Isaac Group, our parent company. Learn about Blue SaaS Solutions at
www.bluesaas.com and Secura Isaac Group at www.securaisaac.com or on LinkedIn.
About Surefile Solutions
Surefile Solutions provides expert Disclosure Management consulting services to companies
that file iXBRL regulatory disclosures to the SEC. Our ESG implementation strategy sets
companies up for success with highly polished glossy reports. Our team of experts have over 15
years experience in the Disclosure Management and regulatory space, helping companies
automate their reporting process. We are passionate about the solutions and customers we
service, and are commited to every customers success. Surefile has unique and flexible service
offerings that enable customers to streamline reporting processes. Learn about Surefile
Solutions at www.surefilesolutions.com or on LinkedIn.
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